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LEVERAGING MODERN NARRATIVES TOWARDS 
PRESERVATION AND PUBLIC USES OF PUEBLO BONITO’S 
WORLD HERITAGE RUINS IN NEW MEXICO’S CENTRAL 
CHACO CANYON

“Pueblo Bonito is the most thoroughly investigated and 
celebrated cultural site in Chaco Canyon” - N.P.S



   

WHY PUEBLO BONITO?

Pueblo Bonito is recognized by the world for its historical and cultural 
significance. Yet these ruins are under visited and under appreciated. This 
has led to the ruins being under-funded and under-protected. 

Part of this comes from the park management focusing on archaeological 
preservation and research rather than tourism. 

Pueblo Bonito needs an updated narrative for modern use. A way to better 
utilize the landscape for the public, while still maintaining its preservation 
and integrity. 



   

So how do we design on fragile archaeological ruins that balance 
preservation and the experience of the user?

How also do we make this experience to the user more than just a 
museum style landscape. Where one stops at a sign, reads a fact, then 
moves on the next sign or info paragraph? 

A design that allows the users to immersed in the ruins and appreciated 
the significance of Pueblo Bonito.



   

PUEBLO BONITO
Pueblo Bonito was the largest 
great house built by the Pueblo 
people of the New Mexico 
area. Now the largest and best-
preserved ruins in the Chaco 
Canyon.

The central location of the 
site made it ideal for trade 
which allowed Pueblo Bonito 
to become the dominating 
economic culture in the region.



   

FUNCTION
The great houses were seasonal 
settlements and used for trade, 

ceremonies, politics for the 
Pueblo people. 

PROCESS
The original site was built in stages over 300 years and 

was occupied from 828 AD to 1126 AD. 



   

SOURCE 
Pueblo Bonito’s ruins have and will continue 

to be a major source of archeology and 
anthropological understanding of the ancient 

Pueblo people’s history and culture.



   

PARK
The park was formed in 1907 and since then the 
management plan of the Chaco Culture Historic National 
Park is to continue with its priority on preservation and 
archeology of the park’s ruins.



   



   

LOW VISITATION 
The parks low visitation has 
led to a very limited budget for 
the upkeep, expansion, and 
preservation of the park.

Mesa Verde National Park 
recieves over 500,000 visitors 
each year, while Chaco Culture 
National Park recieves around 
40,000.



   

POOR PRESERVATION 
This very limited budget which has 
resulted in low cost and ineffective 

preservation methods.



   

MAINTENANCE
The sites has fallen behind in maintenance for the 
preservation of the ruins and site amenities.

OVER EXPOSURE
World Heritage sites often allow too many 
users than the site can handle. A sustainable 
design model is needed.



   

PREMISE



   

THESIS PREMISE
Pueblo Bonito is underutilized and under appreciated by the public and is a unique archaeological 
and sociological source of information of a ancient civilization. These 1000 year old ruins have the 
opportunity to become a treasured and well used landscape that provides more revenue to be put 
towards further preservation and exploration of this World Heritage Site.

THESIS VISION
Create a design narrative for Pueblo Bonito that will bring in and allow visitors to be immersed in 

the ruins, while still placing preservation and the integrity of the ruins forefront.



   

SITE ANALYSIS



   

PARK LOCATION 

NEW MEXICO

COLORADONEVADA

ARIZONA

PUEBLO BONITO
CHACO RUINS

VISITOR CENTER
HIKING PATHS
PAVED ROADS

CHACO CULTURE  NATIONAL HISTORICAL PARK



   

PUEBLO BONITO

SITE LOCATION

TOTAL SITE: 27 acres
RUINS: 3 acres



   

Pueblo Bonito

C l i f f    F a c e

Ruins Loop

Main Route

Parking Lot 

Sub Route

Threatening 
Rock Debris

SITE OVERVIEW



   

SITE VEGETATION
Area of vegetation cover: 23.29 acres  
85% of site covered in native low scrub vegetation



CLIMATE
The climate in the area is an arid region of high xeric scrubland and desert steppe. The nearby 

mountains create a rainshadow effect that makes the area have sparse rainfall and the park 
receives an average of 9 inches of rainfall a year.

The region is a zone 7A.



   

Parking Lot to Ruins:2,949' (~3 minute walk) 

Ruins Loop:
1,741' (~8 minute walk) 

Walkway Quality:
Gravel/dirt pathways
Limited maintenance

PEDESTRIAN CIRCULATION
Pedestrian Circulation:
Main Pathway length: 2,949 feet total (.55 miles)  
Sub Pathway length: 1,474 feet total (.27 miles)

Vehicular Circulation:
Road Length on Site Edge: 1,856 feet (.35 miles)
Site to Park Visitor center: 3.5 miles



   

Bike Rack

Site Parking Lot 

Restrooms 

Picnic Shelter 

Dumpster

HWY 57/ Navajo Service Route 14:
1856' (.35 mile)  

Maintenance Road

PARKING
Size: .36 acres
Capacity: 24 total 

22 standard parking 
spots
2 handicap parking 
spots

Lot Amenities: 
1 restroom (vault 
toilets)
1 picnic shelter

VEHICLE CIRCULATION



   

SIGNAGE
Signage is limited and placed at strategic points throughout the site. 
Most are built with simple materials and construction.





   

SEATING
The only seating on site is placed at the entrance of the ruins and 
made from rough, unmaintained wood.



   

PRESERVATION BARRIERS
The barriers throughout the site that are meant to protect the ruins 
are simple and made from mostly rope and scrap pieces of wood. 
Nearby stones are also used to as barriers.





   

PRESERVATION TOOLS



   

PATHWAYS



   

RESEARCH



   

POST-INDUSTRIAL LANDSCAPES
Post-industrial landscapes have been used to revitalize 
landscapes and ruins previously though untouchable.

These designs can be studied for solutions to overcome 
challenges that pertain to landscapes with ruins.



   

STEEL STACKS AND 
CULTURE PARK

Designer: WRT
Typology: Post-industrial

Location: Leigh valley, 
Pennsylvania

Size: 9.5 acres

STAGE/GATHERING SPACE

ELEVATED PATHWAYS



   

PIAZZA

ELEVATED PATHWAYS

DUISBURG NORD 
LANDSCAFTPARK
Designer: Latz & Partners
Typology: Post-industrial
Location: Duisburg, Germany
Size: 444.8 acres



   

GASWORKS PARK
Designer: Richard Haag

Typology: Post-industrial
Location: Seattle, Washington

Size: 18.1 acres

PLAYGROUND

GATHERING SPACES



   

NARRATIVES
A narrative is both the story and the means of telling a story. 

They are often used in design as a foundation to build your 
design around. It is the core concept of your idea. The message 
you are trying to communicate with the user and the way your 
do so.



   

GOALS



   

DESIGN GOALS
Public Use:
Activities and functions public users want in a public (national) park.
• creation of gathering spaces
• improved functional amenities
• added shade shelters

Preservation:
Protection of the delicate Pueblo Bonito ruins.
• designed on low threat areas of ruins
• created sustainable access
• improved barriers

Narrative:
The overall experience built for the user. Both the story and the means of telling the story.
• improve overall narrative form
• layers of immersive experience
• two separate narratives in ruins



   

EARLY CONCEPT WORK



   

PUBLIC USE INVENTORY/ANALYSIS
TAKEAWAYS:
• improved functional amenities



   

PUBLIC USE INVENTORY/ANALYSIS
TAKEAWAYS:
• creation of gathering spaces
• added shade shelters



   

PRESERVATION INVENTORY/ANALYSIS
TAKEAWAYS:

• created sustainable access



   

PRESERVATION INVENTORY/ANALYSIS
TAKEAWAYS:

• designed on low threat areas of ruins
• created sustainable access



   

NARRATIVE INVENTORY/ANALYSIS
TAKEAWAYS:
• improve overall narrative form



   

NARRATIVE INVENTORY/ANALYSIS
TAKEAWAYS:
• layers of immersive experience



   

Overview

Immersive



   

NARRATIVE INVENTORY/ANALYSIS
TAKEAWAYS:
• two separate narratives in ruins



   

NARRATIVE INVENTORY/ANALYSIS
TAKEAWAYS:
• two separate narratives in ruins



   

VISIONING PLAN



   

D E S I G N



   

MASTERPLAN



   

MAIN ROUTE TO RUINS 



   

SECONDARY ROUTES



   

ADA ACCESSIBILITY



   

PAVED MAIN ROUTE  F

GATHERING STAGEG

ORIENTATION WALL AND RANGER STATIONH

PICNIC SHELTERS AND PLAYGROUNDI

PARKING LOTJ

ENTRANCE SIGNK

SECONDARY GRAVEL PATHSL

THREATING ROCK RUBBLEE

RUINS OVERLOOKD

RAISED EVENT STAGEC

PUEBLO BONITO RUINSB

ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXCAVATION SITEA

LEGEND
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MASTERPLAN
The overall master plan is focused on creating an immersive narrative to visitors focused 
around the ruins of Pueblo Bonito. Visitors arrive on site, orientate themselves at the 
entrance plaza and depart on the journey walk to the ruins itself. The pathway to the ruins 
is set to build anticipation for the overall goal or destination and directs visitors with ideal 
perspectives and views. Once at the ruins users can explore the ruins in two different 
narratives. The Eastern portion allows users a more dramatic immersive experience while 
the western portion gives visitors the traditional as the ruins were view of Pueblo Bonito.



   

ENTRY PLAZA



   

ENTRY PLAZA



   

ENTRY PLAZA



   

SECONDARY GRAVEL 
PATHWAYS

J

ENTRANCE SIGNI

PLAYGROUNDH

PICNIC SHELTERSG
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LEGEND

RESTROOMSE

ORIENTATION WALLD

GATHERING SPACEC

VIEWING WALLB

PATHWAY TO RUINSA
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D
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The Entrance Plaza is designed to act secondary to the ruins design. It is used as a stepping off point to the 
ruins, the sites destination point. The plaza’s form is a reflection of the ruin. The paving is native flagstone 
used in Pueblo Bonito and dark pavers that mimic the footprint of the walls of the ruins.

ENTRY PLAZA



   

   

The gathering space plaza is used as an informal presentation 
space before users travel to the ruins. The center circular plaza 
holds timber seating benches informally placed around a rough 
stone stage. The viewing wall acts as backdrop for the stage and 
a framing deice for ideal views to the ruins and landscape.

GATHERING SPACE SECTION

ORIENTATION WALL



   

   

GATHERING SPACE



   

RUINS SITE PLAN



         

RUINS SITE PLAN



   

ELEVATED STRUCTURES



   

ELEVATED PATHWAYS



   

DIG SITE RENOVATIONS / 
OVERLOOK



   

ELEVATED PATHWAYF

ELEVATED EVENT STAGEG
RUINS OVERLOOKH
SECONDARY GRAVEL PATHI

ENTRY PLAZA AND SHELTERE
MAIN PAVED PATHWAY TO RUINSD

RUINS BOARDWALKC
PRESERVATION FENCESB
ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXCAVATION SITEA
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LEGEND

RUINS SITE PLAN
The ruins remained the focus and priority of the 
design in terms of interest and preservation. 
The design balances user immersion and ruins 
preservation through a light design touch. All of the 
designs components are used to better experience 
the ruins itself and simple structures are used to not 
distract visitors from the ruins. 



   

   

Barriers are placed in select locations 
to deter entrance to areas of fragile 
ruins. The fences designs reflect the 
designs and art work found in Chaco 

pottery and artwork.

PRESERVATION FENCES

SEE THROUGH PLEXIGLASS

ARTIFACT

SEE THROUGH 
PLEXIGLASS SUPPORT PEGS

Display walls built into the preservation fences that allow users to view excavated 
relics from Pueblo Bonito. Information on Chaco history, archaeological digs, and 
overall ruins preservation will be displayed to educate the public on the importance 
and fragility of the ruins.

ARTIFACT DISPLAYS



   

   

WOOD HANDRAILS

SUPPORT BEAMS

METAL AND WIRE  RAILINGS
ARTIFICIAL TIMBER FLOORING

Elevated pathways allow users to be immersed safely 
into the ruins, while also protecting the ruins from the 
users. The simple and functional design shouldn’t distract 
the view from the ruins but act as a viewing device for 
the ruins. The lightweight built needs less footings and 
supports which reduces the invasiveness to the site.

ELEVATED PATHWAYS



   

   

ELEVATED PATHWAYS



   

   

42”

4.5’

8’

11’

20’ 20’33’

ADA VIEWING AREA

STAGE

ART WALL

RUINS RENDERING 

PERGOLASHADE SHELTER

AMPHITHEATER SEATINGBuilt on and in the remnants of a Chaco kiva, a gathering space for important 
ceremonies, the elevated stage allows the kiva once again host users. 

ELEVATED GATHERING STAGE



   

ELEVATED GATHERING 
STAGE



   

IN CONCLUSION,
I believe this design will bring new life to this cultural and historical landscape while balancing 
the utilization and preservation of Pueblo Bonito’s ruins. The narrative always places the ruins in 
focus. The designs light touch is only to promote and better immerse the user into the ruins. Not 
to distract the visitor from it. 



   

QUESTIONS?


